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Timeline and 
theme 

Content 
 

Key words with links to the 
Elements of Music. 

Assessment of Learning SMSC 

Term 1 
“I’ve Got 
Rhythm”.  

Week 1: To gain an understanding 
on the Elements of music with 
focus on Dr TT Smith. Students 
explore the definition of each 
element of music and use start 
beginning on working their 
analysing and listening skills on 
identifying how the elements of 
music are used currently in 
popular music. Uptown Funk by 
Bruno Marz.  
 
 
Week 2: To gain an understanding 
on how to find a pulse/beat in 
music with an introduction to 
rhythmic notation-note names and 
values. Students use their listening 
skills to find a pulse to two 
contrasting pieces of music- “Party 
in Usa” Miley Cyrus and “Another 
one bites the dust” by Queen. 
Students then explore the element 
of music rhythm, in more detail, 
looking at how rhythms are 
created using long and short 
sounds.  Students explore how 
syllables of words are used to help 
perform rhythms.  
 
 

Keywords/Elements of Music: 
Analysing skills 
Listening skills, Dynamics, 
Rhythm 
Timbre/Sonority, Tempo, 
Structure, Melody, 
Instrumentation, Texture and 
Harmony.  
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords/Elements of Music: 
Pulse, Beat, Semibreve, Minim, 
Crotchet, Quaver, Semiquaver, 
syllables, and time keeping, 
body percussion/clapping, 
Rhythm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Listening activity with 
students identifying and 
providing definitions to the 
elements of music. Scaffolding 
to be used to build on student 
answers.  
Use of Whole Class Feedback 
during the term. 
 
 
 
 
 
To show understanding on 
note names and values 
through class and individual 
performances using body 
percussion/clapping.  
Whole class Feedback at end 
of term.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Spiritual 
Building awareness on how 
music is interpreted through 
the learning on the Elements 
of Music.  
 
Moral 
Students value their work and 
the work of others. 
 
Social 
Working in groups to create 
music,. Building resilience and 
develop team working skills.  
 
Cultural 
Listening to a variety of music 
with different styles and 
backgrounds.  
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Week 3: Rhythmic Sentence 
Compositions. Students embed 
their knowledge of rhythmic 
notation and work on creating 
their own 4 bar rhythmic 
compositions. Students work 
individually to create their own for 
4 bar rhythms then work in pairs to 
put the rhythms together, ensuring 
they are using relevant group 
performance skills. E.g time 
keeping, communication.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Week 4: Continuing with rhythmic 
sentences. Students look at 
‘Hyenas drinks. Students sing the 
words ensuring they are 
demonstrating the correct rhythms 
for the words. Students continue 
working on their rhythmic 
sentences ensuring that their 
compositions are being performed 
accurately and with a steady beat. 
Students explore how they can 
expand their performances by 
considering ways in which their 

Keywords/Elements of Music: 
Composition, Polyrhythm, 
Beats, Notation, Bar, Time 
Signature, Rhythm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords/Elements of Music: 
Steady beat, Composition, 
Singing, Pitch, Melody, 
Rhythm, Dynamics, and 
Texture.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To show understanding on 
note names and values by 
composing their own 4 bar 
rhythmic sentence. Students 
will need to show an 
understanding on their 
rhythms, demonstrating their 
ability to write, clap and 
perform their rhythms with 
accuracy. Students need to 
embed their knowledge of 
time keeping and beats to 
support their performance. 
Communication is key for an 
effective performance. Whole 
class Feedback at end of term.  
 
 
 
 
Group performances 
demonstrating ability of 
writing and performing 
rhythms from Wintringham 
compositions. Students will 
provide effective peer 
feedback on what worked well 
on peer performance and how 
they can develop their 
performances. Feedback will 
show students ability of 
listening and analysing, giving 
discussing what performances 
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performances can be developed 
using Dynamics and Texture.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Week 5 : Introduction to Rests 
with reference to Silence from the 
Elements of music. Students 
explore how rests can create effect 
to a piece of music, such as tension 
and emotion. Students revisit their 
note names and value chart and 
explore the corresponding rests.  
Wintringham Compositions. 
Students embed their knowledge 
of how syllables are used to create 
rhythms. Students work in pairs to 
create their own rhythmic 
compositions using the 
Wintringham 9 Habits. Students 
use their body percussion/clapping 
to perform their compositions 
ensuring relevant performance 
and rehearsal skills are used. 
Students embed their knowledge 
on rests to their composition.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords/ Elements of Music: 
Body Percussion/clapping, 
Beats, Note Values, Time 
keeping, Rests, Silence, 
Rhythm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

should look like. This will also 
students to embed both own 
feedback and peer feedback 
into the development of their 
own performance.  
Whole class Feedback at end 
of term.  
 
 
 
Students will perform their 
Wintringham compositions 
with peer, showing the use of 
body percussion, accuracy in 
rhythm. Some students will 
have further developed their 
performances by included 
elements of music such a 
Dynamics and Texture.  
Whole class Feedback at end 
of term.  
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Week 6: Wintringham 
Composition performances. 
Students continue to look at how 
rhythms are put with words with a 
focus on Halloween Theme 
Rhythms. Students revisit their 
Wintringham Compositions, 
considering ways in which they can 
develop their compositions with 
focus on Timbre and the use of 
body percussion Students work in 
pairs, putting their compositions 
together whilst embedding 
previously developed skills on 
effective performances. 
 
 
 
Week 7: Introduction to Keyboard 
Skills. Students look at the 
element of Music Melody and 
Pitch. Student explore reading 
melodic notation, embedding this 
knowledge into keyboard skills. 
Students explore how their 
previous learning on rhythm can 
help to support the performance 
of a piece of music. Students look 
at how to find the notes on the 
keyboard and effective ways of 
positioning your hands and fingers 
on the keyboards. Students use 
their understanding and learn their 

Keywords/Elements of Music.  
Body Percussion/clapping, 
Beats, Note Values, Time 
keeping, Silence, Rhythm, 
Timbre.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords/Elements of Music.  
Keyboard skills, Time signature, 
Beats, Note Values, Time 
keeping, Rhythm, 
Instrumentation, keyboard 
skills, Beethoven, composer.  
 

Students will show an 
understanding of how 
syllables are used to create 
rhythms during the starter 
activity. Students’ main 
assessment will demonstrate a 
development of final 
performance and the skills 
required for an effective final 
performance.  
Whole class Feedback at end 
of term.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students will show effective 
keyboard skills, showing the 
ability of performing the given 
piece using one hand and all 5 
fingers. Students will 
demonstrate their 
understanding on rhythms by 
showing accuracy in note 
values when performing. 
Students will show accuracy in 
pitch, demonstrating the 
ability performing using 
accurate notes on the 
keyboard. 
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first study piece by Beethoven 
‘Ode To Joy’.  
 
 

Term 2 
African Music  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Week 1: Students explore the 
origins of African Music. Students 
will look at the different 
instruments used in African Music 
and the importance of Rhythms 
building on knowledge from term 
1 rhythms topic. Teacher led Class 
singing activity on “Oh Ale Le le” 
to model call and response, 
applying this to how call and 
response is used in African music.  
 
 
 
Week 2: Students look at the use 
of polyrhythms and ostinato in 
African music. Students have 
already developed the knowledge 
of polyrhythms in term 1 and will 
build on that knowledge by 
applying these skills to their own 
compositional skills. Teacher led 
listening activity on “fish bucket” 
where students identify the 
rhythmic musical features I the 
given listening piece. Teacher led 
clapping ensemble on “Talking 
Drums” with focus on polyrhythm 
and ostinato. Students again must 

Keywords/Elements of Music.  
Master drummer, Call and 
response, Djembefola, Singing, 
listening, and analysing.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords/Elements of Music: 
Polyrhythm, Ostinato, Listening 
and analysing.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Students will be able to 
identify the instruments used 
in African Music. Students will 
demonstrate effective singing 
skills with focus on dictation. 
Students will show an 
understanding on the use of 
Call and Response in African 
Music. 
 
 
 
 
 
Students will show an 
understanding on Polyrhythms 
and Ostinato. As Polyrhythm 
was introduced during the 
“I’ve Got Rhythm” topic, 
students should be able to 
bring back prior knowledge 
and develop on this. Students 
should be able to identify the 
use of polyrhythms and 
Ostinato in their listening 
activities.  
 
 
 

Spiritual 
Building awareness on how 
music is interpreted through 
the learning on the Elements 
of Music.  
 
Moral 
Students value their work and 
the work of others. 
 
Social 
Developing an understanding 
on the background and 
lifestyle of African Musicians.  
 
Cultural 
Listening to and analysing the 
music of West-Africa. 
Developing an understanding 
on African traditions.  
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identify how the given piece is a 
polyrhythm and what sections 
demonstrate the use of Ostinato. 
Students.  
 
 
Week 3: Exploring the Djemba 
looking at the sounds of the 
Djembe. tone, bass, and slap. 
Students work in groups on 
applying their class activity on 
“talking drums” onto the Djembe. 
Students must decide how they 
can adapt the piece to create 
different sounds on the Djembe. 
Students work in groups to begin 
creating their own compositions 
applying their built knowledge on 
effective Djembe playing and 
rhythmic skills.  
 
 
Week 4: Polyrhythm and Ostinato. 
Students first explore another 
example of Polyrhythm and 
Ostinato to build on “Curry House 
Rhyhms” developing an 
understanding on the use of Cyclic 
rhythms in African Music. their 
listening skills. Students continue 
working on their 4-part rhythmic 
compositions for their djembe 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords/Elements of Music: 
Djembe, Pitch, 
Instrumentation, Tone, Bass, 
Slap, Listening and 
composition.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords/Elements of Music: 
Cyclic Rhythms. Polyrhythm, 
Ostinato, Djmbe, Listening, 
analysing and Performance.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Students must show an 
understanding on how 
different sounds can be 
created on the Djembe, using 
correct music vocabulary, and 
showing an understanding on 
pitch. Students must show an 
understanding on the use of 
polyrhythm and ostinato when 
working on their 
compositions.  
 
 
 
 
 
Student composition must 
show correct use of rhythms 
and note values. Their 
compositions music includes 
polyrhythm and ostinato. 
Students must include 
Djembefola and call and 
response to their 
compositions. Student 
performances must show the 
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performance. Final performances 
of compositions.  
 
  
Week 6: Gospel Music. Students 
begin to explore the origins of 
Gospel Music and their tributes to 
African Music. Students listen to 
examples of Gospel Music 
including “Swing Low, Sweet 
Chariot”. Teacher led singing will 
be provided. Students will then 
begin to explore their Singing 
Gospel study piece called “Hakuna 
Mungu Kama Wewe”. Teacher led 
singing to be provided on this.  
 
 
Week 7: Revisiting Keyboard 
Skills. Students developed 
keyboard skills in term 1. Students 
will work in groups, applying their 
keyboard skills to the study piece 
on “Hakuna Mungi Kama Wewe” 
to support their singing. 
Performances will be held at the 
end of the class to show keyboard 
skills. More advanced student may 
include the chord progression over 
the top when working in groups. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Keywords/Elements of Music: 
Gospel Music, Singing, 
Instrumentation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords/Elements of Music: 
Keyboard Skills, Singing, Chord 
progression.  

ability of time keeping steady 
beat.  
 
 
Students will need to work on 
confidence ensuring they are 
participating in class singing 
activity. Students will need to 
focus time keeping, the use of 
dynamics, voice control and 
stage presence.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students will need to 
demonstrate their keyboard 
skills ensuring the correct 
notes and rhythms are being 
performed. This means they 
will need to ensure they have 
developed an understanding 
on note values to support 
accuracy in rhythms.  
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Term 3: Popular 
Classics.  

Week 1: Instruments of the 
Orchestra. Students will explore 
the instruments of the Orchestra, 
being able to identify the 
instruments within the different 
family of instruments. Students 
will listen and analyse the 
instruments used in two pieces of 
music- “Carnival animals” by 
St.Saens and “Peter and the wolf” 
by Sergei Prokofiev. Students will 
need to analyse the piece and 
complete a descriptive written 
tasks on analysing how the 
elements of music are used in the 
piece of music. For weaker 
students, sentence starters and 
key words are provided to support 
their descriptive writing. Students 
will share their completed 
descriptive writing with class.  
 
 
Week 2: Instruments of the 
Orchestra Lesson 2. Students will 
continue exploring the instruments 
of the Orchestra. A listening 
activity is provided to begin the 
lesson on “Planey Suite” by 
Gustav Holst. Students will look at 
the background of the piece. 
Teacher led discussion is held on 
how the Elements of Music are 

Keywords/Elements of Music: 
Orchestra, Instrumentation, 
Analysing, Descriptive writing.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords/Elements of Music: 
Orchestra, Instrumentation, 
Presentations.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Students must be able to 
recognise the different 
instruments in the orchestra, 
being able to identify which 
family on instruments 
individual instruments belong 
to. Careful listening is 
important for students to be 
able to identify the 
instruments. Understanding 
on the elements of music is 
important for students to be 
able to correctly identify how 
the elements of music are 
used in the two listening 
pieces.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students’ presentation must 
show an understanding on the 
elements of music and the 
instruments of the Orchestra. 
Their understanding will also 
be demonstrated when 
choosing an example piece for 
their presentation.   
 
 

Spiritual 
Developing understanding on 
how different styles can 
influence the work of others.   
 
Moral 
Students value their work and 
the work of others. 
 
Social 
Develop an understanding on 
the lifestyle of popular 
classical musicians and their 
influences on the use of 
modern music today.  
 
Cultural 
Understanding how modern 
music has become popular in 
modern music.  
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used to portray the story. Students 
will be asked to create a 
presentation on a section of the 
orchestra. They will be asked to 
discuss why they chose that 
section and will be required to find 
a piece of music which uses the 
instruments of their chosen family 
of instruments.  They will be 
required to use their iPads to do 
this.  
 
 
Week 3: Music Notation- Bass 
Clef. Students will revisit their 
understanding on Music Notation 
which was developed in Term 1. 
Students will recap their learning 
by being able to identify the Treble 
Clef and notes on the lines and the 
spaces. Students will then explore 
the notes on the Bass Clef. 
Students will look at creating 
mnemonics to help them 
remember the notes of the Bass 
Clef. Students will then be given 
pieces of music to practise on the 
keyboard. More advances students 
will look at putting both the treble 
and bass clef parts together using 
given pieces of music. 
Performances will be held at the 
end of the lesson.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords/Elements of Music: 
Keyboard Skills, Bass Clef, 
Treble Clef, Note names, Note 
Values., Rhythms, Pitch.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student must show an 
understanding on the notes of 
the Treble clef, being able to 
clearly identify the notes on 
the line and in the spaces. 
Students must be able to 
identify the difference 
between the Treble and Bass 
Clef and the correct notes for 
each clef. Accuracy in notes, 
pitch and rhythm must be 
demonstrated during their 
keyboard activity.  
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Week 4: Western Classical Music- 
The Baroque Period. Students will 
explore the Western Classical 
Period with Focus on the Baroque 
Period. Students will learn about 
well-known Baroque Composers 
with focus on J.S.Bach. Students 
will listen to a piece of Music by 
Bach Called “Toccata and Fugue” 
developing an understanding on 
the piece. Teacher modelling will 
be used for students to first hear 
the peace to aid learning. Students 
will be given the piece to learn, 
applying their keyboard skills. 
Before learning the piece, students 
will first need to analyse and 
annotate the piece, showing an 
understanding on the key features 
of Baroque music. Performance to 
show progress will be held at the 
end of the lesson. 
 
 
Week 5: “Toccata and Fugue” by 
J.S Bach. Students will continue 
practising the keyboard piece. 
Students will need to show 
accuracy in performance, effective 
keyboard skills, showing the use of 
two hands where appropriate, 
correct rhythms and pitch. Final 

Keywords/Elements of Music: 
Classical Music, Baroque 
Period, Instrumentation, 
flowing sounds, contrasting 
dynamics, contrapuntal texture 
(two or more lines) Composers, 
J.S.Bach, Listening and 
Analysing.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords/Elements of Music: 
Baroque Period, Pitch, Rhythm, 
Dynamics, Keyboard Skills.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Students must demonstrate 
an understanding on the 
Baroque period, being able to 
share the correct dates of the 
period/. Students must be 
able to identify the well-
known composers of the 
Baroque period and some of 
the key features used in 
Baroque compositions. 
Students must show effective 
keyboard skills 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students must show effective 
keyboard skills highlighting the 
key features of Baroque 
Music.  
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Performance will be held with 
teacher led and peer feedback.  
 
Week 6: Western Classical Music- 
Classical Period. Students will 
move onto looking at Classical 
Period. Students will explore the 
key features of Classical Music. 
Students will explore well-known 
Classical Composers with focus on 
J.Haydn. Students will apply their 
keyboard skills and learn to play a 
classical Piece by Haydn called 
“The Surprise Symphony”.  
Students will first explore the 
original piece, with focus on how 
the Elements of Music are used 
and why Haydn used those 
elements of music to support the 
piece- the purpose behind it. Prior 
to learning piece, students will 
need to analyse and annotate the 
given music. Teacher modelling 
will be used to aid learning.  
 
Week 7: “Surprise Symphony” by 
J. Haydn. Students will continue 
practising the keyboard piece. 
Students will need to show 
accuracy in performance, effective 
keyboard skills, showing the use of 
two hands where appropriate, 
correct rhythms and pitch. Final 

 
 
 
Keywords/Elements of Music: 
Classical Period, short balances 
melodies, homophonic texture 
Instrumentation, Composers, J. 
Haydn Listening and Analysing.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords/Elements of Music: 
Classical Period, Pitch, Rhythm, 
Dynamics, Keyboard Skills.  
 

 
 
 
Students must demonstrate 
an understanding on the 
Classical period, being able to 
share the correct dates of the 
period/. Students must be 
able to identify the well-
known composers of the 
Classical period and some of 
the key features used in 
Baroque compositions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students must show effective 
keyboard skills highlighting the 
key features of Classical 
Music.  
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Performance will be held with 
teacher led and peer feedback.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


